Session 1, Thursday 13 June 2024, 4:30pm

1. Sex Differences in Action Planning Styles, Quality of Life, and Self-Esteem Among Youth with Tic Disorders
   Ilana Singer

2. Tic-Talk: Voices on Tourette labelling
   Giulia Raffaele

3. Automated video-based approach for the diagnosis of Tourette syndrome
   Yifan Hao

4. What the future held: A long-term video follow-up of Tourette’s in adults
   Simon Schmitt

5. The eye of a beholder: functional tic-like behaviors are a common comorbidity in Tourette syndrome
   Natalia Szejko

6. a) A Critical Examination of the clinical diagnosis of Functional Tic-Like Behaviors
    b) Agreement between cluster analyses and diagnoses of Tic Disorder and Functional Tic-like behaviors in a Tourette clinic population
   Kaja Andersen

7. An exploration of the differences between children and adolescents with Tourette syndrome and those with persistent motor or vocal tic disorders
   Christelle Nilles